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Abstract

It is challenging to model granular particles with arbitrary shapes and related complications to fluid–particle interactions
or granular flows which are widely encountered in nature and engineering. This paper presents an improved framework of
he immersed boundary method (IBM)-based fully resolved computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and discrete element method
DEM), with an emphasis on irregular-shaped particles and the implications to particle–fluid interactions. The improved CFD-
EM framework is featured by two novel enhancements with signed distance field (SDF). First, an SDF-based formulation

s employed to enable handling of granular particles with arbitrary shapes in DEM robustly and efficiently. Second, the IBM
s modified to be consistent with SDF to fully resolve fluid–particle interactions in the presence of non-spherical particles.
uch treatments leverage SDF as a generic interface to furnish a new SDF-CFD-DEM framework for universal modeling
f arbitrarily shaped particles interacting with multiphase fluids with desired resolutions. Exemplified particle shape models
nclude super-quadrics, spherical harmonics, polyhedron and level set, and new shape models can be flexibly developed by
mplementing the unified SDF-based shape interface. The proposed SDF-CFD-DEM is validated and showcased with examples
ncluding particle settling, drafting–kissing–tumbling, immersed granular collapse, and mudflow. The results demonstrate the
ood accuracy and robustness of the SDF-CFD-DEM and its potential for efficient computational modeling of multiphase
ranular flows involving granular particles with arbitrary shapes.
2023 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

eywords: CFD-DEM; Irregular-shaped; Multiphase; Immersed boundary; Signed distance field

1. Introduction

Fluid–particle systems are common in nature and important to engineering practice. They may present in forms
f geophysical flows such as debris and mud flows [1], internal erosion of earth dams [2], rock armor offshore
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projection [3], wave induced breakage and transport of coral sand [4], and particle mixing and reaction in fluidized
bed [5]. The behavior of a fluid–particle system depends on both the particles and the constituent fluids, and more
critically on the interactions between particles and fluids. On one hand, fluids and fine particles can flow through a
heterogeneously structured porous granular packing where the shape of individual particle and the pore structure play
a decisive role in the flow behavior. There are many types of fluid–particle interactions (e.g., buoyant, drag, capillary
force, surface tension) [6–8], which are under the influence of combined factors including fluid velocity, particle
shape and solid volume fraction. The behavior of fluid–particle systems is essentially encoded at the microscopic
scale, where the complex fluid–particle interactions originating from both the fluids and the particles may not
be fully captured by current experimental measurements. Numerical modeling has become an important tool for
understanding and predicting the behavior of fluid–particle systems.

Most numerical approaches treat the motion of fluids by solving the so-called Navier–Stokes equations [9].
umerical methods for computational fluid dynamics (CFD) include finite volume method (FVM) [10], finite

lement method (FEM) [11], finite difference method (FDM) [12], lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) [13], smoothed
article hydrodynamics (SPH) [14]. Among these methods, FVM is a Euler-based approach convenient to describe
he motion of fluids and is adopted by many CFD software packages, including the widely used open-source code
penFOAM [15]. LBM and SPH are based on Lagrangian description and have been used in open-source libraries

uch as Palabos [16] and DualSPHysics [17]. For numerical modeling of particles, the discrete element method
(DEM) [18] has been one of the most popular approaches with wide applications across many engineering disciplines
(e.g., [19–22]). In DEM, all individual particles are explicitly modeled based on the Newton-Euler equation to
resolve the interparticle interactions in a direct manner. The bulk behavior of a granular material is presented as an
assembly of the actions (i.e., the interactions and motions) of all constituent particles. The CFD method and DEM
can be combined into a coupled CFD-DEM representation of a fluid–particle system.

Depending on the modeling resolution of fluid and the relative size of particles, the CFD-DEM methods can
be categorized into an unresolved approach [7,23–26] and a resolved one [27–33]. In the unresolved approach, the
force applied onto particles by fluids is characterized by empirical equations such as the drag force models [34,35],
whereas the force exerted on the fluids by particles is determined from the reaction force or characterized by the
Darcy’s law. To ensure sufficient accuracy, the fluid mesh should be about three times greater than the particle
size [36], making it suitable for large fluid–particle systems with a coarse-scale modeling of fluid and fluid–particle
interaction. For fine-scale modeling, the resolved method shall be used to solve fluid–particle interactions directly
and fully. A conventional option for resolved CFD-DEM is the body-conformal Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
method [37]. It utilizes a moving, unstructured, finite-element mesh to deal with the movement of particles, which
may suffer from numerical instability due to the severe distortion of mesh as the particles move and thus may
require frequent mesh reconstruction. A promising alternative is the immersed boundary method (IBM), which is
originally proposed by Peskin [38] and has been well developed and successfully applied to simulate a variety of
complex fluid–particle coupled problems [27–33]. IBM considers the fluid domain as a complete and fixed grid with
the particles immersed into it. The influence of particle motion on the fluid is accounted for by adding a source
term to the governing equations of the fluid.

In fluid–particle systems, particles are often non-spherical in nature. Particle irregularity has been well recognized
to have substantial effects on the macroscopic properties, such as the packing density, stiffness and strength,
of a granular medium [39]. There have been attempts to incorporate arbitrary-shaped objects/particles in the
IBM-based resolved CFD-DEM over the years [40,41]. For example, Galindo-Torres [42] developed a sphero-
polyhedron technique to model generally shaped particles in LBM-DEM. Wang et al. [43] introduced a polygonal
LBM-DEM approach with an energy-conserving contact algorithm. Zhang and Tahmasebi [44,45] proposed an
image-based DEM and integrated it with CFD for coupled modeling of single-phase fluid and irregular particles.
These approaches could be either memory demanding or computationally expensive in handling irregular-shaped
particles in DEM, limiting their application to large granular systems. Multi-sphere clump-particle approach has also
been used to model irregular-shaped particle in DEM [46] for resolved CFD-DEM coupling [47]. The clump-particle
approach has the disadvantages of low computational efficiency and unrealistic contact parameters [48,49].

It is highly desirable to develop a versatile particle modeling strategy that can accurately accommodate the
various shape features of particles while offering the best computational efficiency. Such a model should also ideally
facilitate the computing of fluid–particle interaction for optimal performance. To approach this goal, we employ a

signed distance field (SDF) approach we recently developed for modeling generic irregular-shaped particles [50].
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The SDF-DEM is an extension of the level set-based DEM (LS-DEM) [51] enhanced by two important features.
First, the particle models in SDF-DEM all inherit from a generic SDF-based particle interface, rendering it easy to
accommodate various classical geometries, such as poly-super-ellipsoid, poly-super-quadrics, spherical harmonics,
polyhedron. These geometries are specialized in modeling typical granular materials and could be flexibly adopted
to pursue desired optimal performance in terms of memory consumption and computational efficiency. For example,
spherical harmonics is widely used to characterize irregular-shaped particles and to create new virtual particles [52].
Spherical harmonics is directly palatable to the SDF-DEM, while showing lower memory consumption comparing
with the grid-based LS-DEM. Second, the contact behavior is derived from an extended node-based energy-
conserving contact theory, which is significantly beneficial to numerical stability and enables quantitative energy
analysis of a DEM simulation. With the energy-conserving contact theory, various complex contact behaviors,
including the classical linear spring model and Hertz model, could be rigorously reproduced by formulating the
contact potential in a physically meaningful manner.

The main focus of this work will be placed to integrate the SDF-DEM with CFD to offer a new efficient
nd flexible option for numerical modeling of fluid–particle systems consisting of multiphase fluids and irregular-
haped granular materials. Note that an interesting SDF-based discrete forcing IBM has recently been presented
y Zhang [53]. However, it does not contain a strong ingredient of DEM for rigorous modeling of fluid–particle
ystems. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the methodologies of the resolved
DF-CFD-DEM, including the formulations of CFD, SDF-DEM and IBM. Section 3 discusses about the numerical
spects and implementation. Section 4 presents the verification tests and Section 5 presents several illustrative
xamples to further showcase the capabilities of the SDF-CFD-DEM. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the concluding
emarks.

. Methodology of the resolved SDF-CFD-DEM

In the resolved SDF-CFD-DEM, the volume of fluid (VOF) method is employed to model multiphase fluids and
he interface between two phases [54]. For DEM, the SDF-based DEM [50] recently proposed by the authors is
dopted. The SDF-DEM is applicable to arbitrarily shaped particles and covers most particle models (including
oly-super-quadrics, spherical harmonics, polyhedron, level set) as special cases. Importantly, the same umbrella
f SDF renders it flexible and efficient to be integrated with CFD as detailed below. To deal with the interaction
etween fluid and particle, the IBM approach is employed. The formulations of multiphase CFD, SDF-DEM and
he IBM-based fluid–particle interaction are presented in the following.

.1. Formulation of multiphase CFD

For simplicity, this work considers two-phase incompressible fluids. The continuity and momentum equations
re given

∇ · u f = 0 (1)
∂(ρ f u f )

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρ f u f ⊗ u f ) = −∇ p + ∇ · (µ f ∇ ⊗ u f ) + ρ f g + ft + fI B (2)

here u f is the fluid velocity, p is the pressure, ρ f is fluid density, µ f is dynamic viscosity, g is the gravitational
oefficient, ft represents the surface tension force at phase interface and fI B represents the interaction force from
olid particles based on IBM.

In the VOF method, the combined density and viscosity of two-phase fluids are calculated as

ρ f = α1ρ1 + α2ρ2 (3)

µ f = α1µ1 + α2µ2 (4)

here ρ1, ρ2, µ1 and µ2 are the density and viscosity of phase 1 fluid and phase 2 fluid, respectively; and, α1 and
2, respectively, are the volume fractions of phase 1 and 2 fluids, with α1 +α2 = 1. An additional transport equation

for VOF is written as
∂α1

+ ∇ · (α1u f ) = ∇ · (Γ∇α1) (5)

∂t
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Fig. 1. Illustration of particle description, contact detection and contact resolution in the SDF-DEM.

where the term ∇ · (Γ∇α1) accounts for the diffusivity of the fluid shapes and could be taken as 0 for immiscible
uids [27]. The surface tension force ft is calculated as

ft = σκ∇α1 (6)

where σ is the surface tension coefficient, κ is the surface curvature.

.2. Formulation of SDF-DEM

The SDF-DEM was recently proposed by the authors with the applicability to arbitrary-shaped particles. The
ormulation of SDF-DEM is briefly described herein for the sake of completeness, whereas interested readers are
eferred to [50] for more details. In DEM, the particle motion is governed by the Newton-Euler equation as

m
∂up

∂t
= mg + Fc + F f (7)

I
∂ωp

∂t
+ ωp × (Iωp) = Mc + M f (8)

where up and ωp are the particle translation and rotation velocities, respectively; m and I are the particle mass and
moment of inertia tensor, respectively; and Fc, Mc, F f and M f , respectively, are the contact force, contact moment,

uid force and force moment subjected by the particle.
In the SDF-DEM [50], particles are described using an SDF-based generic interface furnished with two functions,

amely the SDF function and surface projection function. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the SDF function maps a location
o a scalar, which is assumed to be positive for locations inside a particle and negative outside. Thus, the zeroth
sosurface of SDF represents the particle surface. The surface projection function projects a point onto the surface of
he particle and is used to determine the contact point. Formulations of example particle models (e.g., super-ellipsoid,
pherical harmonics, and polyhedron) could be found in Lai et al. [50]. With the SDF-based particle description,
he node-to-surface contact algorithm is adopted to detect contacts and resolve contact geometric features. The
ontact detection thus becomes to test if any surface node on Particle B intrudes into Particle A. The corresponding
ontact point (e.g., point E in Fig. 1) is defined as the projection of the middle of an intruding point and its surface
rojection onto the contact normal line passing the intruding point.

For contact resolution, the SDF-DEM employs the energy-conserving contact theory to enhance the numerical
tability [55]. Based on this contact theory, the contact normal force is computed from the derivatives of a contact
otential function with respect to particles’ relative translation and rotation, as

Fn = −
∂w(x, θ )

∂x
(9)

Mn = −
∂w(x, θ )

∂θ
(10)

here Fn and Mn are the normal contact force and moment, respectively, w(x, θ ) denotes the contact potential, and

and θ represents the relative position and rotation of particle B with respect to particle A. The formulation of a
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linear contact potential is presented in Appendix. To further account for the tangential frictional force, the classical
linear spring contact model with Coulomb friction law is adopted. The contact tangential force is updated in an
incremental manner, as

Fs = F0
s − ktδs (11)

Ft = F0
t − ktδt (12)

where Fs and Ft are the tangential contact forces in the tangential directions s and t, respectively; the superscript
0 indicates the tangential forces at the previous timestep; kt is the contact tangential stiffness; and δs and δt ,
espectively, are the relative displacements in the contact tangential directions. And, by incorporating the Coulomb’s
aw of friction [56,57], the tangential contact forces are constrained as

F ′

st = min
(√

F2
s + F2

t , µFn

)
(13)

F ′

s = F ′

st
Fs√

F2
s + F2

t

(14)

F ′

t = F ′

st
Ft√

F2
s + F2

t

(15)

where the symbol prime ′ is used to indicate the updated tangential contact force based on the Coulomb’s law of
friction, Fst is the total tangential contact force, and µ is the friction coefficient.

It is worth noting that each intruding node will carry a contact force, and thus the total contact force needs to
be added up from all the intruding nodes of two colliding particles. Thereby, the total contact force and moment
are computed as

Fc =

Pi∑ (
Fn + F ′

s s + F ′

t t
)

(16)

Mc =

Pi∑ (
Mn + F ′

s b × s + F ′

t b × t
)

(17)

where b is the branch vector from particle centroid to contact point, s and t are the contact tangential directions,
respectively, and

∑Pi indicates a summation for all the surface nodes that intrude into another particle.

2.3. IBM approach for fluid–particle interaction

The IBM approach assumes that there exists a fictitious CFD domain at the space occupied by the DEM particles.
In particular, this work adopts the volume fraction-based IBM [58,59]. The forces from fluids to particles are
evaluated based on the IBM approach and are applied as an external force onto the particles; and, the forces from
particles to fluids are accounted for by added a source force to the Navier–Stokes momentum equation at the mesh
cell centers. To account for the influence of particles, the fluid density is first corrected to a combined density [60]

ρ = (1 − φs)ρ f + φsρs (18)

where ρs is the particle density, and φs is the cell solid fraction and its calculation will be described in a subsequent
section. An IBM-related source force fI B is then imposed on the fluid so that the fluid overlapped by particles would
have the same velocity as the particles. As illustrated in Fig. 2, for the fluid cells overlapped by particles, the fluid
velocity needs to be corrected to

û f = (1 − ϕs)u f + ϕsus (19)

where ϕs = φsρs/ρ represents the density weighted solid fraction, and us represents solid velocity interpolated at
the cell center and is calculated as
us = up + ωp × (xi − xp) (20)
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the IBM approach for fluid–particle interaction.

where xi is the mesh cell center, xp is the particle centroid, and up and ωp are the particle velocity and spin,
respectively. Thereby, the IBM-related source force fI B is calculated as

fI B = (û f − u f )/Au (21)

where Au is a coefficient derived from the momentum Eq. (2). Specifically, in reference to OpenFOAM library, the
eft hand side of Eq. (2) can be split into Auu + H , where Auu and H represent the implicit and explicit parts of
he momentum, respectively [32].

The force applied onto particles by the fluids is integrated from the fluid forces that acts on the surfaces of a
article [61], which, after applying the divergence theorem, is calculated as

F f =

cells∑
(ϕs∇ · σ − (1 − ϕs)fI B) Vc (22)

M f =

cells∑
(xi − xp) × (ϕs∇ · σ − (1 − ϕs)fI B) Vc (23)

here
∑cells indicates the summation over all cells that are overlapped by a particle, and Vc is the cell volume.

erein, the term (1 − ϕs)fI B accounts for the errors due to the averaging effects of fluid and solid velocities at the
artially overlapped cells, where the derivation is presented in the following.

In addition to the volume fraction-based IBM used in this work, there is another type of IBM which is based on
oundary points (also termed Lagrangian points) [61,62]. Both types of IBM have their advantages and drawbacks.
n the case of boundary-point based IBM, the particle–fluid interface is represented by discrete boundary points,
hich are used to transfer information (e.g., velocity and force) between fluids and particles. The boundary points-
ased IBM could therefore better achieve the no-slip boundary condition required at the particle–fluid interface,
hereas the volume fraction-based IBM cannot accurately account for the interface (but the center of fluid cells)
nless the mesh is sufficiently fine. It is worth noting that the SDF-DEM is also adaptable and beneficial to the
oundary points-based IBM. In SDF-DEM, particles are discretized with surface points for contact detection and
esolution, where these surface points could be conveniently used by the boundary points-based IBM for particle–
uid interaction. The SDF-DEM is equipped with a particle surface discretization method based on weighted
pherical centroidal Voronoi tessellation [50], which has the advantage of obtaining any number of surface points
ith uniform spatial distribution. This feature is important to the accuracy of the boundary points-based IBM,
specially for irregular-shaped particles.

6
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Fig. 3. Illustration of dividing a particle into two fictitious parts for deriving the fluid–particle interaction force based on the IBM.

2.4. Derivation of corrected IBM force

Considering a particle with density ρs , it can be regarded as a combination of two parts, namely fluid part
ith density ρ f and solid part with density ρs − ρ f (see Fig. 3). The fluid part and solid part are connected with
ctitious springs, which results in the IBM-related source force (i.e., f I B in Eq. (2)). The motion of the fluid part is
haracterized by the Navier–Stokes equation, and integrating the momentum equation over the domain overlapped
y the particle gives

cells∑ (
ρ f

∂u f

∂t
+ ∇ · (ρ f u f ⊗ u f )

)
ϕs Vc =

cells∑ (
∇ · σ + ρ f g + fI B

)
ϕs Vc (24)

here σ = −∇ p+∇ ·(µ f ∇ ⊗u f ) is the fluid stress, and the surface tension is neglected for simplicity. Substituting
he left hand side with the average fluid acceleration a in the material configuration, Eq. (24) can be written as

ρ f Vpa =

cells∑
(∇ · σ + fI B) ϕs Vc + ρ f Vpg (25)

here Vp is particle volume, and the averaged fluid acceleration a is close to particle acceleration ap due to the
onstraint of rigid motion from particle. Following the strategy in [60], the averaged fluid acceleration a could be
ecomposed into a = ap + ar , where ar ≈ 0 represents the errors due to mesh resolution and the fact that fluid
otion is not rigid. For the solid part, the motion is governed by the Newton’s equation written as

(ρs − ρ f )Vpap = (ρs − ρ f )Vpg −

cells∑
fI B Vc (26)

Adding up Eqs. (25) and (26), and substituting a with ap + ar would give

ρsap + ρ f Vpar = ρs Vpg +

cells∑
(∇ · σ + fI B) ϕs Vc −

cells∑
fI B Vc (27)

Thereby, the force applied on particle by fluid is calculated as

F f =

cells∑
(ϕs∇ · σ − (1 − ϕs)fI B) Vc (28)

It should be noted that the surface tension at the interface of solid and multiphase fluids is not rigorously
onsidered in the present SDF-CFD-DEM formulation, which may result in certain errors in cases (e.g., contact
ngle, liquid bridge) when surface tension effect is important. Eq. (28) contains an IBM related term (1 − ϕs)fI B ,
omparing with convectional formulation of fluid force onto particles [31,44,47]. This term vanishes with the
ncrease of mesh resolution. The strategy of dividing a particle into two fictitious parts does not require a
pecific combination of densities, which results in two options commonly used in the literature, namely with and
ithout correcting the fluid density to particle density for cells overlapped by a particle [63,64]. According to our

imulations, the former option (i.e., with density correction) exhibits better accuracy in capturing the interface of

ultiphase fluids (e.g., water and air) with distinct fluid densities.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the calculation of solid volume fraction for a fluid cell.

2.5. SDF-based estimation of solid fraction

In the IBM approach, a key step is to find the solid volume fraction of the fluid cells that are overlapped by
particles. A most straightforward approach is to first construct a high-resolution surface of the particles and then
compute the volume fraction based on the mesh Boolean intersections of the fluid cells and particles. This approach,
however, is fairly computationally expensive due to the computation of mesh Boolean intersection. Another simple
approach is to count the number of cell nodes that are inside and outside of the particles [65]. The node-based
approach estimates the solid fraction as

φs =
Nvc + Ncc Nv

2Nv

(29)

here Nv is the number of vertices in a cell, and Nvc and Ncc are the number of vertices and centers intersecting
he particle, respectively. The node-based approach can only provide a discrete varying solid fraction and may result
n considerable errors in the solid fraction, as depicted in Fig. 4. Following a strategy similar to the node-based
pproach, this work introduces a SDF-based approach by utilizing the SDF values of each cell node. The SDF-based
pproach estimates the solid fraction as

φs =

∑Nvc Φv,i∑Nv
|Φv,i |

(30)

here
∑Nvc Φv,i represents the summation of the SDF values of the cell nodes inside particles and

∑Nv
|Φv,i |

epresents the summation of the absolute SDF values of all cell nodes.
As potential future extensions, the SDF could also facilitate the calculation of wall distances for turbulence

odeling [66,67] and the calculation of curvature and surface normal at particle–fluid interface for surface tension
odeling [68]. In addition, in the IBM-based coupled CFD-DEM, a challenging and computationally intensive part

s to map the particles to the fluid mesh (i.e., to classify the mesh cells and nodes that are occupied by the particles).
ith the SDF representation of particles, the classification of mesh cells and nodes can be handled efficiently and

obustly by simply testing the signs of each mesh node, without the need of conventional mesh intersection tests.
umerical aspects and implementation of the SDF-CFD-DEM are presented in the subsequent section.

. Numerical aspects and implementation

.1. Searching for solid nodes

In the resolved CFD-DEM, there are frequent needs to query the fluid cells overlapped by a particle, e.g., for
alculating solid volume fraction. To improve the computational efficiency, a linked list that maps CFD mesh nodes
o DEM particles is introduced and implemented in the CFD-DEM coupler. The linked list functions as that given

query node, it returns all the particles that overlap this node. By the virtue of SDF-based particle description,
he nodes-to-particles linked list can be efficiently constructed by testing the sign of the SDF at a given node with
espect to each particle. Nonetheless, the construction of nodes-to-particles linked list for each node still has a time
omplexity of O(N ) in a brute-force manner, where N is the number of all particles. For computational efficiency,
he cell-based searching algorithm for broad-phase contact detection in DEM is further unitized. As illustrated in
8
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Fig. 5. Illustration of the cell-based node searching algorithm.

Fig. 6. Illustration of the domain discretization schemes in CFD and DEM.

Fig. 5, the cell-based approach partitions the DEM domain into a set of cells, with each cell being linked to the
particles that overlap this cell. For a certain CFD node, to construct its linked particles, the DEM partition cell that
encloses this node is first obtained. Then, the particles that are linked to this partition cell are queried to determine
the particles that enclose the given CFD node. For example, a given CFD node is enclosed by DEM partition
cell A, and thus only the particle 1, 2, and 3 that are linked with partition cell A are tested for construing the

ode-to-particles list for this CFD node.

.2. Domain discretization

Both the CFD (by leveraging OpenFOAM) and the SDF-DEM code support parallel computing via Message
assing Interface (MPI). Simulation data is distributed among different processors and there is a need of data
xchange between processors. Due to the different distribution of fluids and particles, the CFD domain and DEM
omain generally require different schemes to optimize the load balance among different processors. As illustrated
n Fig. 6 in two-dimension, for an example parallel simulation with 4 processors, the CFD domain is discretized
nto 2 by 2 sub-domains, whereas the DEM domain is discretized into 4 by 1 sub-domains as the particles are

ostly scattered at the lower part of the whole domain. To compute fluid–particle interaction, the particle data in
rocessor 0 and 3 should be synchronized to Processor 1 and 2, respectively. For simplicity, in this work the DEM
ata of each processor is synchronized to all other processors in each CFD-DEM coupling cycle. The MPI-based
lgorithms for DEM data synchronization are implemented.
9
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3.3. Timestep and synchronization

For the FVM-based CFD, the Courant number should be generally smaller than 1.0 to ensure numerical stability
nd simulation accuracy. The Courant number Co is defined as

Co = 0.5
φ

Vc
∆tC F D < 1.0 (31)

here φ is the fluid flux of a fluid cell. For DEM, the critical timestep could be estimated as

∆tDE M,cri tical =
√

m/kn (32)

here m is particle mass and kn is the contact normal stiffness. In CFD-DEM simulations, the timestep ∆tDE M

f DEM is usually much smaller than the timestep ∆tC F D of CFD. An inner loop of DEM is implemented to
synchronize the mechanical time between CFD and DEM.

3.4. Solution procedures

For the implementation of the resolved SDF-CFD-DEM, the open-source library OpenFOAM is used for
CFD, whereas the in-house SDF-DEM code is adopted for the DEM [50]. New resolved CFD-DEM coupler is
implemented under the SDF framework. The CFD and DEM are solved respectively, with the exchange of particle–
fluid interaction forces. The simulation data can be dumped as OpenFOAM files for CFD and VTK files for DEM,
both of which can be conveniently visualized in ParaView. As illustrated in Fig. 7, the major solution procedures
of the resolved SDF-CFD-DEM are summarized as follows:

1. Initialize CFD with the domain geometry, domain and mesh discretization, velocity field, pressure field, and
boundary conditions.

2. Initialize DEM with particles, boundary walls, contact models and domain discretization.
3. For the case of parallel computing, synchronize the particle data such as geometry, position and velocity to

all processors.
4. Update the linked list that maps particles to CFD mesh nodes.
5. Update the solid fraction field using Eq. (30) and correct the fluid density field.
6. Calculate the fluid force acting on the particles via Eqs. (22) and (23).
7. Run DEM for time ∆tC F D through an inner loop with steps (1) contact detection and resolution, (2) evaluation

of contact forces, (3) computation of particle motion and (4) updating of particle geometric descriptions.
8. Solve the continuity equation, update the VOFs of fluids, and reconstruct the phase interface using the

isoAdvector scheme.
9. Update the Navier–Stokes momentum equation and solve for a prediction of the velocity using data

(e.g., velocity and pressure field) from previous time step.
10. Calculate the IBM-related source force via Eq. (21) to account for the influence of particle motion on fluids.

Repeat this step following the pressure implicit with splitting of operators (PISO) scheme [69] with the
prescribed number of iterations.

11. Go to step (3) to repeat the entire CFD-DEM simulation until reaching the end time.

4. Verification tests

In this section, the accuracy of the SDF-based solid fraction is first investigated by comparing with the traditional
node-based approach, as well as the mesh-Boolean-based analytic solution. Particle settling test and drafting–
kissing–tumbling test are then presented to verify the applicability and accuracy of the proposed SDF-CFD-DEM,
with benchmark results from the literature.

4.1. Results of solid fraction

To verify the proposed SDF-based approach for calculating solid fraction field, CFD-DEM models with different
types of particles are created, including sphere, ellipsoid, poly-super-quadrics, spherical harmonics, polyhedron and
level set. Each type of particle has its own formulation of particle shape and thus implements different functions of
10
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Fig. 7. Flow chart of the resolved multiphase CFD-DEM.

Fig. 8. Examples of SDF-based estimation of solid fraction field for different types of particles.

SDF [50]. Fig. 8 shows the calculated solid fraction fields, where the CFD cell size is about 1/10 of the equivalent
particle size. The profiles of non-zero solid fraction cells match well with the surfaces of particles.

As a quantitative investigation, the solid fraction at the cells that are partially overlapped by a particle is extracted
and compared with the benchmark values. Herein, the benchmark solid fraction is calculated using the mesh
11
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Fig. 9. Errors in the estimated solid fraction of the node-based and SDF-based approaches.

Fig. 10. Particle volume calculated based on the solid fraction of fluid field. Particle size is normalized by the size of fluid cell. SH represents
a spherical harmonics particle shown in Fig. 8.

intersection approach. In addition, the node-based approach is also implemented and adopted as a comparison.
Fig. 9 plots the estimated solid fraction of the node-based approach and the SDF-based approach, respectively. The
results of the SDF-based approach scatter closely to the 1:1 line, indicating the considerably good accuracy of the
SDF-based approach. In addition, the SDF-based approach exhibits notably better accuracy than the node-based
approach. It is worth noting that the comparison are performed considering various random positions of particles
on the fluid mesh, thereby avoiding the mesh and sampling dependency to a great extent.

The solid fraction field represents a projection of the particles onto the fluid mesh, where the accuracy could be
also affected by the mesh resolution. To investigate this aspect, the volume of a particle is calculated by integrating
the solid fraction over the CFD mesh and is compared with the analytic solution. Fig. 10 plots the results of particle
volume for the cases of different particle sizes. It could be observed that for particles with size less than 4 times
of CFD cell size, there is noticeable errors in the particle volume evaluated based on the solid fraction. The error
vanishes with increasing particle size (or increasing CFD mesh resolution).
12
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Table 1
Specifications and results of the settling tests of spherical particles, where v∞ indicates the eventual steady-state settling velocity. The
laboratory experiment results are obtained from ten Cate et al. [70].

Case number ρ f [kg/m3] µ f [×10−3 Ns/m2] v∞, exp. [m/s] Re [-] v∞, sim. [m/s]

Case 1 970 373 0.038 1.5 0.037
Case 2 965 212 0.060 4.1 0.059
Case 3 962 113 0.091 11.6 0.089
Case 4 960 58 0.128 31.9 0.122

Fig. 11. Evolution of settling velocity of spherical particles for the cases of different fluid densities and viscosity. The markers indicate the
esults of laboratory experiments from ten Cate et al. [70], and the lines represent the results of SDF-CFD-DEM simulations.

.2. Settling of single particle

In this test, a particle is initially placed in a fluid before being released to settle down under gravity. The particle
ill eventually reach a steady settling velocity, which is a function of the fluid and particle properties (e.g., fluid
ensity, viscosity, particle shape, etc.). Results of particle setting tests could be used to derive formulations of drag
oefficient, which has wide applications in various disciplines.

.2.1. Spherical case
For spherical particle case, the laboratory experiment results previously reported in ten Cate et al. [70] are adopted

s the benchmark results for the verification. The particle has a diameter of 0.015 m and a density of 1120 kg/m3.
he container has a base of 0.01 m by 0.01 m, and the particle is initially hanging 0.012 m from the bottom of the
ontainer. The specification of the fluids are listed in Table 1, with different values of fluid density and viscosity.
n the simulation, the CFD mesh size is taken 1/12 of particle size. The timestep is specified as 1.0 × 10−3 s for
he CFD and 1.0 × 10−7 s for the DEM. Fig. 11 plots the evolution of particle settling velocity with time for the
ases of different fluids, and the eventual steady-state settling velocities are summarized in Table 1. All results of
DF-CFD-DEM simulations are in good agreement with those of laboratory experiments.

To gain insights into the effect of mesh size on the accuracy of the volume fraction-based IBM, a series of
article settling tests are performed with particle size to mesh size ratio ranging from 3 to 18. Fig. 12 shows the
volution of settling velocity for the cases of different ratios of particle size to mesh size. For a size ratio smaller
han 6, the particle–fluid interaction force would be significantly underestimated, resulting in a notable increase in
he terminal settling velocity. The error in the terminal settling velocity becomes less than about 10% when the size
atio gets greater than 9, and it gradually converges when the particle size to mesh size ratio reaches 15 or higher.
t is speculated that for the cases of coarse meshes, the numerical errors may originate from two possible sources.
he first is that the no-slip boundary condition required at the particle–fluid interface is difficult to achieve with the
olume fraction-based approach currently employed. The second is the volume integration based on discretized cells

nd estimated solid fraction. We have probed the value of particle weight (the gravity term in the Navier–Stokes

13
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Fig. 12. Evolution of settling velocity of spherical particles for the cases of different particle size (d) to mesh size ratios (δ).

quation) based on volume integration and found it to be slightly smaller than the analytical value. Thereby, we
onjecture that the hydrodynamic force based on volume integration would also be underestimated in this example
ase. Both types of errors could be mitigated by increasing the fluid mesh resolution. According to the results of
esh sensitivity study, the ratio of particle size to mesh size should be greater than 15 for high-resolution fluid–

article interactions, and a value around 10 is desirable for granular flow involving many particles for the sake of
omputational efficiency.

.2.2. Irregular-shaped case
For irregular-shaped particle case, the laboratory experiments recently reported in Fan et al. [71] are adopted for

he verification. In their experiments, particles of a series of elongation, flatness and blockiness are created based
n super-ellipsoid and three-dimensional printing. The surface function of a super-ellipsoid particle is given as⏐⏐⏐ x

a

⏐⏐⏐2/ϵ

+

⏐⏐⏐ y
b

⏐⏐⏐2/ϵ

+

⏐⏐⏐ z
c

⏐⏐⏐2/ϵ

= 1 (33)

here a, b, and c are the semi-major lengths along the principal axes x , y, and z, respectively, and ϵ is a shape
parameter that controls the blockiness of the particle shape. For ellipsoid particles, the elongation index E I and
flatness index F I are calculated as E I = b/a and F I = c/b, respectively. In this work, simulations of five particles
with ϵ = 2, E I = 1, and F I = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, are conducted, respectively. All particles have the same
equivalent size of 9.85 mm and the particle density is 1200 kg/m3. For the fluid, the density is 1120 kg/m3 and the
viscosity is 7.47 × 10−3 Ns/m2. Fig. 13 presents the evolution of settling velocity of the five particles with different
flatness. It is clearly observed that the steady-state settling velocity decreases notably with the increase of flatness
(i.e., decreasing F I value). The comparison of the stead-state settling velocity between laboratory experiments and
SDF-CFD-DEM simulations are presented in Fig. 14, where the simulation results are in good agreements with the
results of laboratory experiments.

4.3. Drafting–kissing–tumbling of two particles

For the volume fraction-based IBM, the coupling is applied at the center of fluid cells, thus it may not accurately
reflect the situation of different particle surface velocities and achieve the no-slip boundary condition required
at particle–fluid interface, considering the case of two adjacent particles. In addition, in the current formulation
and implementation of the volume fraction-based IBM, the solid fraction accounts for the contribution of both
particles, and the solid velocity is taken as the average of the surface velocities of the two particles. This could
lead to another potential source of error in fluid–particle interaction. To address this concern, a simulation of the
drafting–kissing–tumbling test involving two particle interactions is conducted.

In the drafting–kissing–tumbling test, two particles are placed within a fluid with a small distance in the z
direction. After releasing, the two particles would subsequently exhibit drifting, kissing and tumbling behaviors
14
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Fig. 13. Evolution of settling velocity of ellipsoid particles with different flatness based on SDF-CFD-DEM simulations.

Fig. 14. Comparison of the stead-state settling velocity between laboratory experiments [71] and present SDF-CFD-DEM simulations.

during the settling process, which has been well observed in both laboratory experiments and numerical simula-
tions [62,72–74]. Fig. 15 illustrates the setup of the drafting–kissing–tumbling simulation. Both particles have a
diameter of 0.167 cm and their initial separation distance is 0.34 cm. The fluid domain is of 1.0 cm by 1.0 cm by
4.0 cm and is discretized into 50 by 50 by 200 cells. The fluid is assumed to be water with a density 1000 kg/m3

and a viscosity 0.001 Ns/m2. For the DEM, a linear contact model is adopted with normal stiffness 2.0 × 106 N/m,
shear stiffness 1.0 × 106 N/m, and zero contact friction and damping. The CFD is specified with adaptive timestep,
whereas the DEM has a timestep of 1.0 × 10−7 s. As shown in Fig. 15, the trailing particle first exhibits a drafting
behavior at the beginning 0.34 s and then hits the leading particle; finally, the leading and trailing particles switch
their leading and trailing roles as a tumbling behavior. The evolution of settling velocities of the two particles with
time are plotted in Fig. 16. The result of the present SDF-CFD-DEM simulation matches well with that in a previous
study [62]. There is a minor discrepancy in the settling velocity at the time when the two particles approach and
collide with each other, which may be due to the above-mentioned potential errors of the volume fraction-based
IBM.

5. Illustrative examples

This section presents four illustrative examples to further showcase the capability of the developed SDF-CFD-
DEM. The examples include collision of irregular-shaped particles, water entry of various types of particles,
immersed granular collapse, and mudflow and bedload transport, which involve complex interactions between

multiphase fluid and irregular-shaped particles.
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Fig. 15. Simulation setup and snapshots of the drafting–kissing–tumbling test of two spherical particle.

Fig. 16. Evolution of settling velocity of the two spherical particles in the drafting–kissing–tumbling test.

5.1. Collision of irregular-shaped particles

In the proposed SDF-CFD-DEM, the contact potential based energy conservative contact theory is adopted to
resolve the contact behavior between arbitrary-shaped particles. The energy conservation characteristics enables
quantitative energy analysis of a CFD-DEM simulation, making it another attractive feature of the SDF-CFD-DEM.
For the first example, the collision between two immersed particles is considered, where the energy evolution during
colliding process is studied. In this example, two particles are placed in a free water stream with an initial separation
distance of 0.01 m. One particle is fixed and another particle is specified with an initial velocity of 0.02 m/s
approaching towards the former particle, which would result in a collision after about 0.5 s. Both particles have
an equivalent diameter of 0.02 m and a density of 7,800 kg/m3. The linear contact model is adopted with normal
tiffness 2.0 × 106 N/m, shear stiffness 1.0 × 106 N/m, and the contact friction and contact damping are both zeros.
he gravity is not considered in this example to facilitate the investigation of the kinetic energy evolution. Fig. 17
hows several snapshots of particle collision example, where two cases are considered, namely an irregular-shaped
article case and a spherical case. The effect of particle shape irregularity on the potential vortexes in the fluid can

e clearly observed, by comparing the fluid velocity fields of the two cases.
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Fig. 17. Snapshots of the collision tests on (a) irregular-shaped particles and (b) spherical particles. The fluid field is rendered using Surface
LIC (line integral convolution) in ParaView.

The evolution of particle approaching velocity and kinetic energy are plotted in Fig. 18. For the case of dry
collision between two irregular particles, the particle translation velocity decreases after the collision, as some of
the translational energy is converted to the rotational energy. Nonetheless, the particle kinetic energy keeps constant
during the whole simulation, indicating the good accuracy of the contact resolution algorithm. For the immersed
cases, particles would first experience a slight decrease in the translational velocity; and after collision, the particle
translational velocity decreases notably due to the fluid viscosity effect [75,76]. The viscous damping effect is more
notable in the irregular-shaped particle case than in the spherical particle case, as the irregular-shaped particle has
a larger cross section perpendicular to the particle moving direction in this case. The results demonstrate the good
capability of the SDF-CFD-DEM to capture the energy evolution characteristics of arbitrary-shaped particles.
17
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Fig. 18. Evolution of (a) x-component of particle translational velocity and (b) particle kinetic energy (normalized by the initial particle
inetic energy).

.2. Water entry of various types of particles

In the water entry example, a number of particles are inserted into the top part of a cubic box container of
imension 1.0 m. The particles are allowed to enter the water and settle down under gravity. Cases of different
article models, including poly-super-quadrics, spherical harmonics, polyhedron, level set as showcased in Fig. 8,
re considered. In all cases, the particles are assumed to have an equivalent size of 0.1 m and density 2650 kg/m3.
he linear contact model is adopted with normal stiffness 2.0 × 106 N/m, shear stiffness 1.0 × 106 N/m, contact

friction 0.5; and, the contact damping coefficient is 0.7. The water depth is 0.5 m, and the whole fluid domain is
discretized into 100 by 100 by 100 cells. Fig. 19 shows some snapshots of the water entry example, including the
particle positions, water-air interface, and the 0.5 isosurface of solid fraction field. There are two worthwhile noting
observations. First, the 0.5 isosurfaces of solid fraction field match well with the surfaces of particles, indicating
the good accuracy of the SDF-based approach for estimating solid fraction. Second, with the entering of particles
into the water, the water-air interface are pushed inwards into the water. It would then result in bubbles when the
water-air interfaces close up. In addition, eventually when the particles settles, the air phase initially overlapped
by the particles would remain inside the particles. The mass of water and air is conserved, leading to an level-up
in the water surface. Fig. 20 shows the velocity contours and streamlines during the particle settling process. At
the very beginning of the entering and settling process, there are vortices that could be observed near particles; the
fluid velocity field and streamlines become rather chaotic after the particles settle down. The results demonstrate
the good capability of the SDF-CFD-DEM approach for modeling irregular-shaped particle dynamics.

5.3. Immersed granular collapse

In this example, immersed granular collapse tests on bulk irregular-shaped particles under water are conducted
to investigate the effect of particle shape and ambient fluid on the forming of sandpile. As illustrated in Fig. 21, the
column consists of 320 irregular-shaped particles of equivalent diameter of 3.86 cm and has a dimension of about
20 cm (width) by 20 cm (depth) by 50 cm (height). The particles are modeled by spherical harmonics based on
the SDF-DEM approach. With the column of irregular-shaped particles, collapse is proceeded by removing the left
wall that confines the particles. The model parameters for the numerical simulation are summarized in Table 2. As
a comparison, the column collapse test on spherical particles is also conducted. This test also involves two phases
of fluids to demonstrate the performance of the SDF-CFD-DEM in modeling free surface and its interaction with

particles.
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Fig. 19. Snapshots of the particle, water-air interface, and 0.5 isosurface of solid fraction filed for the example of water entry and settling
f various types of particles. The color represents velocity interpolated from the fluid velocity field.

Snapshots of the column collapse under different water conditions are gathered in Fig. 22. At the beginning 0.3
, the fluid is pushed away, resulting in a small cavity of air at the front of particles. Particles transfer their kinetic
nergy to the fluid by driving the fluid to move with the particles at this stage. Then, at around 0.5 s, the fluid
oods back toward the particles due to the existence of cavity and thus counteracts the left moving of particles.
he wave effect makes a positive contribution to the particles for forming a sandpile with a higher repose angle.
ventually, the irregular-shaped particles exhibit a final repose angle that is noticeably greater than the spherical
articles. This phenomenon can be also reflected from the quantitative results of the evolution of particle average
elocity with time shown in Fig. 23. The kinetic energy of irregular-shaped particles is less mobilized due to the
hape induced resistance between particles, comparing with spherical particles.

The SDF-CFD-DEM approach also provides a bunch of functionality of microscopic investigations. For instance,
he configuration of contact force chain at the end of the collapse process for the cases of different ambient water
onditions are presented in Fig. 24. The case of irregular-shaped particles presents slightly stronger force chains

ue to the higher stack of particle sandpile.
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Fig. 20. Velocity contours and streamlines of the fluid field for the example of water entry and settling of various types of particles.

Fig. 21. Setup of the column collapse test on irregular-shaped particles partially under water.

5.4. Mudflow and bedload transport

The last example is about mudflow and bedload transport. As illustrated in Fig. 25, the domain is initialized
with air phase, with a sandpile placed at the left lower part of the domain. For the fluid domain, the lower part of
left boundary is specified as an inlet to represent an inflow of slurry, and the upper part of the left boundary, top
and right boundary are free inlets/outlets depending on the fluid pressure. The model parameters are summarized in
Table 3. With the inflow of slurry, the slurry moves forward and interacts with the particles. To gain insights into
the effect of inflow velocity on the mudflow-particle interaction, two inlet velocities are considered, namely 0.2 m/s
and 1.0 m/s. The simulation lasts for 6.0 s.

To begin with, the snapshots of the mudflow and bedload transport simulation at different time are gathered

in Fig. 26. For the case of low inflow velocity, the slurry would gradually climb up the sandpile and then flow
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Table 2
Model parameters of the column collapse example.

Domain Properties Values

CFD Domain size 150 cm × 20 cm × 50 cm
Discretization 225 × 30 × 75 cells
Density of water 1000 kg/m3

Viscosity of water 1.0e−6 m2/s
Density of air 1.2 kg/m3

Viscosity of air 1.48e−5 m2/s
Surface tension coefficient 0.07
Timestep Adaptive

DEM Number of particles 320
Particle size 3.86 cm
Particle density 2600 kg/m3

Contact normal stiffness 2.0e5 N/m
Contact tangential stiffness 1.0e5 N/m
Contact friction coefficient 0.5
Contact damping coefficient 0.7
Timestep 1.0e−4 s

Fig. 22. Snapshots of column collapse of (a) irregular-shaped particles and (b) spherical particles.

downward along the back side of the sandpile. Along with the flow of slurry, the particles at the back side of the
sandpile are brought downward and move with the slurry. On the contrary, for the case of high inflow velocity, the
slurry flows fast along the front side of the sandpile and creates a small cavity at the back side of the sandpile.
The difference in the mudflow behavior due to inlet velocity results in different patterns of particle transport. As
21
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Fig. 23. Evolution of particle average velocity with time during the collapsing process for irregular-shaped and spherical particles.

Fig. 24. Configurations of contact force chain at the end of the collapse process for (a) irregular-shaped and (b) spherical particles.

Fig. 25. Simulation setup of the mudflow and bedload transport example.

illustrated in Fig. 27 with cut-plane views, particles at the back side are subjected to high erosion for the case of
low inlet velocity, whereas the opposite for the case of high inlet velocity. The complex interaction between slurry
and particle in mudflow and bedload transport is well recaptured by the SDF-CFD-DEM simulation.

To gain insights into the movement of particles after erosion, the trajectories of the particles during the whole
simulation are extracted and plotted in Fig. 28. For the case of low inlet velocity, it is at the back side of the sandpile
where most of the particles are mobilized and moved with the mudflow; whereas for the case of high inlet velocity,
the particles at the front side are first mobilized and thus their early-stage trajectories exhibit a mountain-like profile.
It should be noted that the present simulation represents a simplified case of mudflow and bedload transport to
demonstrate the capability of the SDF-CFD-DEM for modeling the complex interaction between fluid and irregular-
shaped particles. It can be expanded to realistic problems with more complex model geometries, viscous models,

and boundary conditions in future.
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Fig. 26. Snapshots of mudflow and transport of irregular-shaped particles: (a) inlet velocity of 0.2 m/s and (b) inlet velocity of 1.0 m/s.

Fig. 27. Illustration of particle transport patterns for different mudflow velocities: (a) case 0.2 m/s at time 2.5 s and (b) case 1.0 m/s at
ime 0.5 s.
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Table 3
Model parameters of the mudflow and bedload transport example.

Domain Properties Values

CFD Domain size 180 cm × 20 cm × 50 cm
Discretization 270 × 30 × 75 cells
Density of slurry 1600 kg/m3

Viscosity of slurry 1.0e−4 m2/s
Density of air 1.2 kg/m3

Viscosity of air 1.48e−5 m2/s
Surface tension coefficient 0.07
Timestep Adaptive

DEM Number of particles 320
Particle size 3.86 cm
Particle density 2600 kg/m3

Contact normal stiffness 2.0e5 N/m
Contact tangential stiffness 1.0e5 N/m
Contact friction coefficient 0.5
Contact damping coefficient 0.7
Timestep 1.0e−4 s

Fig. 28. Particle trajectory during the transport process: (a) inlet velocity of 0.2 m/s and (b) inlet velocity of 1.0 m/s.

6. Summary

This paper presented a signed distance field (SDF)-based CFD-DEM for numerical modeling of multiphase fluids
and arbitrary-shaped particles. It solves the interaction between fluids and particles in a fully resolved manner by
adopting the immersed boundary method (IBM). An attractive feature of the proposed SDF-CFD-DEM is that
it integrates the SDF-DEM for computational particle dynamics, which renders it flexible and efficient to model
any types of irregular-shaped particles. In addition, the contact potential based energy conservative contact theory
is adopted to resolve the contact behavior between arbitrary-shaped particles, which enables quantitative energy
analysis of a CFD-DEM simulation. For mapping DEM particles onto CFD domain, an SDF-based solid fraction
estimation approach is proposed and its accuracy for various types of particles has been demonstrated. Results
of verification examples including particle settling test and drafting–kissing–tumbling test have demonstrated the
good accuracy of the proposed SDF-CFD-DEM. Illustrative examples of collision and energy evolution of irregular-
shaped particles, water entry of various types of particles, immersed granular collapse and bedload transport have
further showcased the capability of the SDF-CFD-DEM in modeling complex fluid and granular flow with irregular-

shaped particles. The proposed SDF-based CFD-DEM would help to unleash the strengths of computational particle
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mechanics involving irregular shapes and become an efficient and robust tool for exploring complex fluid–particle
interactions in a fully resolved sense to improve our understanding on how particle shape irregularity interplays
with the mechanical response of fluid for granular flows.
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ppendix. Formulation of a linear contact potential

As an analogy of linear contact model, the linear contact potential for the SDF-DEM is taken as

w(x, θ ) =
2knS(di )SBdi

π NBdB
(A.1)

where kn is the equivalent normal stiffness, di is the signed distance of intruding node i , and SB , NB and dB are the
surface area, number of surface nodes and equivalent size of particle B, respectively. S(di ) is a sigmoid function
that satisfies S(0) = 0 and S(di,max) = 1, and di,max represents the maximum permissible intrusion depth during a
collision event. For the small contact theory in DEM, di,max is usually less than 5% of particle size. The sigmoid
function implies that the contact volume associated with intruding node Ni is counted as zero when this node just
starts to intrude into Particle A (i.e., di = 0), and is totally counted if the intruding depth become significant
(i.e., di = di,max). In this work, the following algebraic formulation of sigmoid function is adopted due to its
computational efficiency

S(di ) =
csdi/dB√

1 + (cdi/dB)2
(A.2)

where cs is a constant parameter that controls the shape of function, which is estimated by cs = 100.
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